FLOW LIMITS
Single Lever Washbasin Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3042
Chrome finish

Cod. HB-GR3063
Chrome finish and black ring

Cod. HB-GR3145
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

44
Ø38

Single lever washbasin mixer

169
104

132

160

118
Ø46

5

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

354,5
2-G3/8

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Single Lever Washbasin Mixer
Cod.HB-GR3042B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3135B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

44
Ø38

Single lever washbasin mixer

169
104

132

160

118
Ø46

5

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

354,5
2-G3/8

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Single Lever Bidet Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3043
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3064
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3146
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

44
Ø38

133

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

113
Ø46

Single lever bidet mixer with adjustable water outlet

141
104

67

93

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

382

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Single Lever Bidet Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3043B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3136B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

44
Ø38

133

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

113
Ø46

Single lever bidet mixer with adjustable water outlet

141
104

67

93

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

382

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
High Spout Single Lever Washbasin Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3044
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3065
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3147
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

44
Ø38

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

104

High spout single lever washbasin mixer

213

176
290
245

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

Ø46 5

375
2-G3/8

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
High Spout Single Lever Washbasin Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3044B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3137B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

44
Ø38

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

104

High spout single lever washbasin mixer

213

176
290
245

- Installation Type: Deck Mounted
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 25mm KEROX Ceramic Cartridge
- TUCAI flexible inlet hose
- G3/8” connection
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included

Ø46 5

375
2-G3/8

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Concealed Basin mixer
Cod. HB-GR3045
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3066
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3148
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted concealed single lever basin mixer
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- Installation Type: Concealed
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- G1/2” connection
- Brass Body with Smart In-box
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included
- In-box ref. HB-CI0001 included

Cod. HB-CI0001
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Concealed Basin mixer
Cod. HB-GR3045B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3138B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted concealed single lever basin mixer
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- Installation Type: Concealed
- NEOPERL Aerator, flow rate: 5.6L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- G1/2” connection
- Brass Body with Smart In-box
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- Pop-Up waste not included
- In-box ref. HB-CI0001 included

Cod. HB-CI0001
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Concealed shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3046
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3067
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3149
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Concealed single lever shower mixer

90

123
60~80
G1/2

190
120

- Installation Type: Concealed
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- Flow rate: 23 L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- G1/2” connection
- Brass Body with Smart in-box
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- In-box ref. HB-CI0002 included

2.5

Cod. HB-CI0002
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Concealed shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3046B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3139B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Concealed single lever shower mixer

90

123
60~80
G1/2
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120

- Installation Type: Concealed
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- Flow rate: 23 L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- G1/2” connection
- Brass Body with Smart in-box
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817
- In-box ref. HB-CI0002 included

2.5

Cod. HB-CI0002
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Concealed Bath-shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3047
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3068
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3150
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

210

Concealed single lever bath-shower mixer with diverter

125.5
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4-G1/2
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120

- Installation Type: Concealed
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- Diverter: Automatic, operation pressure: >1bar
- G1/2” connection
- Flow rate: 20 L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Zinc Handle
- Brass Body with Smart in-box
- Comply to EN817
- In-box ref. HB-CI0003 included

2.5

Cod. HB-CI0003
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Concealed Bath-shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3047B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3140B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

210

Concealed single lever bath-shower mixer with diverter

125.5
113
60~86

90

57
4-G1/2

51

120

- Installation Type: Concealed
- Ø 35mm SEDAL Flow control Ceramic Cartridge
- Diverter: Automatic, operation pressure: >1bar
- G1/2” connection
- Flow rate: 20 L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Zinc Handle
- Brass Body with Smart in-box
- Comply to EN817
- In-box ref. HB-CI0003 included

2.5

Cod. HB-CI0003
Trim kit brass body with box
included

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Exposed Shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3048
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3069
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3151
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted exposed single lever shower mixer
with handshower set

198
150

99
Ø60
45

120

- Installation Type: Wall Mounted
- Handshower Flow rate: 9L/min at 3 bar
- Ø 35 mm Ceramic cartridge
- G1/2” connection
- ABS handshower holder included
- ABS 3 functions handshower included
- 1.5m PVC Silver Hose included
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817

51

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Exposed Shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3048B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3141B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted exposed single lever shower mixer
with handshower set

198
150

99
Ø60
45

120

- Installation Type: Wall Mounted
- Handshower Flow rate: 9L/min at 3 bar
- Ø 35 mm Ceramic cartridge
- G1/2” connection
- ABS handshower holder included
- ABS 3 functions handshower included
- 1.5m PVC Silver Hose included
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817

51

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Exposed Bath-Shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3049
Chrome

Cod. HB-GR3070
Chrome with matt black
ring

Cod. HB-GR3152
Chrome with matt black
handle

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted exposed single lever bath-shower mixer with
diverter and handshower set

198
150
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120
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18

- Installation Type: Wall Mounted
- Spout Flow rate: 19L/min at 3 bar
- NEOPERL Aerator
- Ø 35 mm Ceramic cartridge
- Handshower Flow rate: 9L/min at 3 bar
- Diverter: Automatic, operation pressure: >1bar
- G1/2” connection
- ABS handshower holder included
- ABS 3 functions handshower included
- 1.5m PVC Silver Hose included
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

FLOW LIMITS
Wall-mounted Exposed Bath-Shower Mixer
Cod. HB-GR3049B
Matt black

Cod. HB-GR3142B
Matt black with copper ring

· TECHNICAL DRAWING ·

· SPECIFICATIONS ·

Wall-mounted exposed single lever bath-shower mixer with
diverter and handshower set

198
150

205
45
Ø60
120

51

18

- Installation Type: Wall Mounted
- Spout Flow rate: 19L/min at 3 bar
- NEOPERL Aerator
- Ø 35 mm Ceramic cartridge
- Handshower Flow rate: 9L/min at 3 bar
- Diverter: Automatic, operation pressure: >1bar
- G1/2” connection
- ABS handshower holder included
- ABS 3 functions handshower included
- 1.5m PVC Silver Hose included
- Brass Body
- Zinc Handle
- Comply to EN817

For detailed information, please see our website www.homebathcompany.com
Legal disclaimer: The details provided by this technical file have an informational purpose, thus no contractual value. To obtain further information about the materials and the installation, please contact one of our sales advisors. HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. reserves the right to modify or delete any information regarding its products. Weights, measurements and colours may be subject to small variations.
The copyright of this Fact Sheet, all content, graphic design and codes belongs to HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. and therefore, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation or any other activity that can be done with the
contents or even quoting the sources, without written consent is prohibited by HOME&BATH STUDIO S.L. All trade names, trademarks and distinctive signs of any kind on this Fact Sheet are property of their owners and are protected by
law.

